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Wirtek well prepared to provide the depth and breadth of training
“Wirtek Mobile Academy’s program to enable both Motorola and
Microsoft Dynamics™ partners to extend mobility solutions to
Microsoft Dynamics™ customers is very important to us. Proper
training is a key element for successfully creating and deploying
mobility solutions, and Wirtek is well prepared to provide the depth
and breadth of training our partners need,” says Brian Courtois,
Senior Manager, Channel Strategy and Development, Motorola.

We have the best possible set-up for supporting our partners
“Wirtek Mobile Academy’s people are experienced .net developers
and Microsoft Certified Trainers. We’ve had the pleasure of working
with some of their employees during the development of the
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales application and Microsoft
Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools where they demonstrated in
depth knowledge of mobile and Microsoft’s tools and solutions. With
their many years of experience from leading companies within the
telecommunication industry, I’m confident that Wirtek Mobile Academy
is the best training partner for our mobile products,” says Bjarne
Schøn, Product Unit Manager at Microsoft Dynamics
– Mobile Application Group.

Wirtek Mobile Academy in Brief

In spring 2007 Wirtek a/s established the Wirtek Mobile Academy. Wirtek, a trusted
business partner within the international mobile telecommunication industry, was in
2007 selected by Microsoft Business Solutions to be responsible for the training and
support of Microsoft partners and ISVs on a global scale in Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Development Tools and Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales.
Wirtek Mobile Academy is the only Microsoft Dynamics™ training center worldwide that
offers courses and consultancy within mobile applications and development tools.
Wirtek Mobile Academy is a dynamic, accredited Training Center. Our mission is to
deliver highly professional training within mobile technologies towards Microsoft and
Motorola Partners. We take pride in our flexibility as we in addition to our scheduled
courses offer organized courses on demand at our training center, on-line live courses
and even on-site courses worldwide.
All our trainers have their own specialty, in which they are eminent. Most importantly,
several of them have gained in-depth knowledge and hands-on experience working
on the Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales application and Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Development Tools at Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen, the largest
development center in Europe.
As a fast growing and enthusiastic Microsoft training center, Wirtek Mobile Academy
is committed to keeping our partners up-to-date with both the progress of software
development and with your needs as a software developer.

Wirtek Mobile Academy Classes in Copenhagen

The Wirtek Mobile Academy is located north of Copenhagen just 15 minutes drive
from the Microsoft Development Centre in Vedbæk. At this beautiful location we offer
training in Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools.
Classroom Courses
This brochure covers open training sessions. You will find here for each course a de
scription and dates on which they are scheduled.
Call us or register on-line
You can easily register for one of our open training sessions. Just call us or register online at our website www.mobile-academy.com.

On-site courses worldwide

On-site Training Courses
The Wirtek Mobile Academy takes pride in its flexibility: we train you either at our
Academy or at a location near you. We offer courses worldwide. It is easy for us to
install our mobile pc class (portables and projectors) in a location near you.
The Wirtek Mobile Academy schedule training courses worldwide. Please see the Wirtek
Mobile Academy Course Calendar for dates, locations and addresses.
On-line Live Courses
Wirtek Mobile Academy offers Live Courses making us able to provide all our
customers with optimal training conditions. Attending Wirtek Mobile Academy Live
Courses provides you with a unique possibility to interact with top professional trainers
ensuring that no matter where in the world you are based, you are up-to-date with
the latest technologies and trends within mobile software development without
geographical limits.
It is often found that after attending a course participants feel that they would have liked
to know more about certain areas. Live Courses ensure that those areas are covered
professionally and quickly without you leaving your desk again and losing valuable time.

Top 5 benefits why you should attend Live Courses

1. Reduce costs
When conducting Wirtek Mobile Academy courses our follow up online Live Courses
is your guarantee of return on your investment compared to costs of conducting an
on-site instructor-led course.
You have a great opportunity of providing more of your employees with optimal and
updated knowledge without loosing time and productivity when using Wirtek Mobile
Academy Live Courses - no matter where in the world they are.
2. Real-time ensures efficiency
With Live Courses we guarantee you the same effect and efficiency as being trained
in person. And you can share, collaborate, and discuss during a Live Course in realtime immediately receiving feedback and replies from the trainer.
3. Stay productive
You don’t need to leave your desk to attend a training course. You will be able to
gain what you felt that you missed during an on-site training session and at the
same time you avoid all the hassles of travel.
This ensures that you spend your time wisely and avoid downtime associated with
the lack of knowledge. You can attend courses more frequently and thereby increase
your business productivity at the same time.
4. Flexible course environment
With a flexible course environment that supports all types of courses from small
collaborative team courses to huge training events. Live Courses is the perfect
solution for conducting effective training when one or more of your employees need
remote training.
5. Stay up-to-date with the latest technologies
Windows of opportunity are short, and you cannot afford to wait for everyone to be
in the same place, at the same time attending a course. Quickly and effectively
update your employees with the latest technologies whenever they are released,
regardless of geography.

Wirtek Mobile Academy Courses Description
Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools – Installation and Solution
Development Training
The Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools enable Microsoft and Motorola
partners to develop and customize mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
solutions. The Mobile Development Tools make it easy to integrate with Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX and extend the existing functionality to benefit users with a need to
work in mobile environments.
The Mobile Development Tools consist of the following components
• Mobile Framework: for easy mobile application development and customization
• Mobile Server: for easy mobile application integration
Mobile Framework
The Mobile Framework enables you to build modularized mobile business applications
tailored to specific roles in your company. Using the Mobile Framework (an extension
of Visual Studio 2005) developers can quickly create mobile applications from reusable
components called tasklets. Tasklets can be combined in different ways to cater to the
needs of individuals. This RoleTailored architecture leverages the power of Windows
Mobile devices and helps mobile users become more effective and efficient in their
daily tasks.
The architecture of the Mobile Framework makes it easy to reuse, deploy, and combine
individual tasklets with customer-specific processes or work flows. Mobile applications
created with the Mobile Framework operate on any device that runs on Windows Mobile
5.0/6.0. Communication with the back end server is done through XML Web services
handled by the Mobile Server.
Mobile Server
The Mobile Server provides the technology infrastructure to connect your mobile
business applications with Microsoft Dynamics supporting different networks such as
Wi-Fi and GPRS.

The Mobile Server enables applications to work offline as well as on-line and takes
advantage of a local database to enable offline operation during periods of no network
connectivity or intermittent network connectivity. A management console snap-in,
Deployment, manages the deployment of mobile applications to mobile devices.
Document service ensures the communication between the mobile devices and the
Microsoft Dynamics AX.
Course Objectives
After completing this course the student should be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Framework
• Develop mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Who Should Attend
• Microsoft Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Framework
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop applications for Microsoft
Dynamics™ solutions
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop/configure mobile Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Mobile Sales applications

Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales Training
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales is the first mobile application from Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX. Mobile Sales is RoleTailored and task-oriented and an ideal solution
for field sales representatives and other mobile employees who need to work in
remote locations. The field sales representatives can plan visits, review relevant sales
information, and create orders. Mobile employees can use the calendar and task
functionality of Microsoft Pocket Outlook® directly from the application to get a full
view of their daily activities.
The field sales representatives can plan visits, review relevant sales information,
and create orders. Mobile employees can use the calendar and task functionality of
Microsoft Pocket Outlook® directly from the application to get a full view of their daily
activities.
Course Objectives
• After completing this course the student should:
• Have basic knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Be able to create orders and simple order wizards
• Be able to work with orchestration and document handler
• Be able to configure assortment tasklets
• Be ready to work on projects
Who Should Attend
• Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Partners wishing to develop applications in Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Channel partners, customers, associates

Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools – Installation and Solution
Development Training
The Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools enable Microsoft and Motorola
partners to develop and customize mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
solutions. The Mobile Development Tools make it easy to integrate with Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX and extend the existing functionality to benefit users with a need to
work in mobile environments.
The Mobile Development Tools consist of the following components
• Mobile Framework: for easy mobile application development and customization
• Mobile Server: for easy mobile application integration
The architecture of the Mobile Framework makes it easy to reuse, deploy, and combine
individual tasklets with customer-specific processes or work flows. Mobile applications
created with the Mobile Framework operate on any device that runs on Windows Mobile
5.0/6.0. Communication with the back end server is done through XML Web services
handled by the Mobile Server.
Mobile Server
The Mobile Server provides the technology infrastructure to connect your mobile
business applications with Microsoft Dynamics supporting different networks such as
Wi-Fi and GPRS.
The Mobile Server enables applications to work offline as well as on-line and takes
advantage of a local database to enable offline operation during periods of no network
connectivity or intermittent network connectivity.
A management console snap-in, Deployment, manages the deployment of mobile
applications to mobile devices. Document service ensures the communication between
the mobile devices and the Microsoft Dynamics AX.
Course Objectives
After completing this course the student should be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Framework
• Develop mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
• Configure Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Sales applications
Who Should Attend
• Microsoft Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Framework
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop applications for Microsoft
Dynamics™ solutions
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop/configure mobile Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Mobile Sales applications

Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales Training
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales is the first mobile application from Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX. Mobile Sales is RoleTailored and task-oriented and an ideal solution for
field sales representatives and other mobile employees who need to work.
The field sales representatives can plan visits, review relevant sales information,
and create orders. Mobile employees can use the calendar and task functionality of
Microsoft Pocket Outlook® directly from the application to get a full view of their daily
activities.
Mobile Sales consists of small task components, tasklets, which can be combined in
numerous ways to cater to individual needs. The RoleTailored application leverages
the power of Windows Mobile®-based devices and helps mobile users become more
effective and efficient in their daily tasks.
Course Objectives
• After completing this course the student should:
• Have basic knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Be able to create orders and simple order wizards
• Be able to work with orchestration and document handler
• Be able to configure assortment tasklets
• Be ready to work on projects
Who Should Attend
• Microsoft Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Framework
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop applications for Microsoft
Dynamics™ solutions
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop/configure mobile Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Mobile Sales applications

Wirtek Mobile Academy Classes in Copenhagen

The Wirtek Mobile Academy is located north of Copenhagen just 15 minutes drive
from the Microsoft Development Centre in Vedbæk. At this beautiful location we offer
training in Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools.
Classroom Courses
This brochure covers open training sessions. You will find here for each course a de
scription and dates on which they are scheduled.
Call us or register on-line
You can easily register for one of our open training sessions. Just call us or register online at our website www.mobile-academy.com.

On-site courses worldwide

On-site Training Courses
The Wirtek Mobile Academy takes pride in its flexibility: we train you either at our
Academy or at a location near you. We offer courses worldwide. It is easy for us to
install our mobile pc class (portables and projectors) in a location near you.
The Wirtek Mobile Academy schedule training courses worldwide. Please see the Wirtek
Mobile Academy Course Calendar for dates, locations and addresses.
On-line Live Courses
Wirtek Mobile Academy offers Live Courses making us able to provide all our
customers with optimal training conditions. Attending Wirtek Mobile Academy Live
Courses provides you with a unique possibility to interact with top professional trainers
ensuring that no matter where in the world you are based, you are up-to-date with
the latest technologies and trends within mobile software development without
geographical limits.
It is often found that after attending a course participants feel that they would have liked
to know more about certain areas. Live Courses ensure that those areas are covered
professionally and quickly without you leaving your desk again and losing valuable time.

Top 5 benefits why you should attend Live Courses

1. Reduce costs
When conducting Wirtek Mobile Academy courses our follow up online Live Courses
is your guarantee of return on your investment compared to costs of conducting an
on-site instructor-led course.
You have a great opportunity of providing more of your employees with optimal and
updated knowledge without loosing time and productivity when using Wirtek Mobile
Academy Live Courses - no matter where in the world they are.
2. Real-time ensures efficiency
With Live Courses we guarantee you the same effect and efficiency as being trained
in person. And you can share, collaborate, and discuss during a Live Course in realtime immediately receiving feedback and replies from the trainer.
3. Stay productive
You don’t need to leave your desk to attend a training course. You will be able to
gain what you felt that you missed during an on-site training session and at the
same time you avoid all the hassles of travel.
This ensures that you spend your time wisely and avoid downtime associated with
the lack of knowledge. You can attend courses more frequently and thereby increase
your business productivity at the same time.
4. Flexible course environment
With a flexible course environment that supports all types of courses from small
collaborative team courses to huge training events. Live Courses is the perfect
solution for conducting effective training when one or more of your employees need
remote training.
5. Stay up-to-date with the latest technologies
Windows of opportunity are short, and you cannot afford to wait for everyone to be
in the same place, at the same time attending a course. Quickly and effectively
update your employees with the latest technologies whenever they are released,
regardless of geography.

Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools – Installation and Solution
Development Training
The Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools enable Microsoft and Motorola
partners to develop and customize mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
solutions. The Mobile Development Tools make it easy to integrate with Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX and extend the existing functionality to benefit users with a need to
work in mobile environments.
The Mobile Development Tools consist of the following components
• Mobile Framework: for easy mobile application development and customization
• Mobile Server: for easy mobile application integration
Mobile Framework
The Mobile Framework enables you to build modularized mobile business applications
tailored to specific roles in your company. Using the Mobile Framework (an extension
of Visual Studio 2005) developers can quickly create mobile applications from reusable
components called tasklets. Tasklets can be combined in different ways to cater to the
needs of individuals. This RoleTailored architecture leverages the power of Windows
Mobile devices and helps mobile users become more effective and efficient in their
daily tasks.
The architecture of the Mobile Framework makes it easy to reuse, deploy, and combine
individual tasklets with customer-specific processes or work flows. Mobile applications
created with the Mobile Framework operate on any device that runs on Windows Mobile
5.0/6.0. Communication with the back end server is done through XML Web services
handled by the Mobile Server.
Mobile Server
The Mobile Server provides the technology infrastructure to connect your mobile
business applications with Microsoft Dynamics supporting different networks such as
Wi-Fi and GPRS.
The Mobile Server enables applications to work offline as well as on-line and takes
advantage of a local database to enable offline operation during periods of no network
connectivity or intermittent network connectivity. A management console snap-in,
Deployment, manages the deployment of mobile applications to mobile devices.
Document service ensures the communication between the mobile devices and the
Microsoft Dynamics AX.
Course Objectives
After completing this course the student should be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Framework
• Develop mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
• Configure Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Sales applications
• Demonstrate knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Framework
• Develop mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX

Who Should Attend
• Microsoft Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Framework
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop applications for Microsoft
Dynamics™ solutions
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop/configure mobile Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Mobile Sales applications

Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales Training
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales is the first mobile application from Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX. Mobile Sales is RoleTailored and task-oriented and an ideal solution
for field sales representatives and other mobile employees who need to work in
remote locations. The field sales representatives can plan visits, review relevant sales
information, and create orders. Mobile employees can use the calendar and task
functionality of Microsoft Pocket Outlook® directly from the application to get a full
view of their daily activities.
Mobile Sales consists of small task components, tasklets, which can be combined in
numerous ways to cater to individual needs. The RoleTailored application leverages
the power of Windows Mobile®-based devices and helps mobile users become more
effective and efficient in their daily tasks.
Course Objectives
• After completing this course the student should:
• Have basic knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Be able to create orders and simple order wizards
• Be able to work with orchestration and document handler
• Be able to configure assortment tasklets
• Be ready to work on projects
Who Should Attend
• Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Partners wishing to develop applications in Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Channel partners, customers, associates

Wirtek Mobile Academy Courses Description
Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools – Installation and Solution
Development Training
The Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools enable Microsoft and Motorola
partners to develop and customize mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
solutions. The Mobile Development Tools make it easy to integrate with Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX and extend the existing functionality to benefit users with a need to
work in mobile environments.
The Mobile Development Tools consist of the following components
• Mobile Framework: for easy mobile application development and customization
• Mobile Server: for easy mobile application integration
Mobile Framework
The Mobile Framework enables you to build modularized mobile business applications
tailored to specific roles in your company. Using the Mobile Framework (an extension
of Visual Studio 2005) developers can quickly create mobile applications from reusable
components called tasklets. Tasklets can be combined in different ways to cater to the
needs of individuals. This RoleTailored architecture leverages the power of Windows
Mobile devices and helps mobile users become more effective and efficient in their
daily tasks.
The architecture of the Mobile Framework makes it easy to reuse, deploy, and combine
individual tasklets with customer-specific processes or work flows. Mobile applications
created with the Mobile Framework operate on any device that runs on Windows Mobile
5.0/6.0. Communication with the back end server is done through XML Web services
handled by the Mobile Server.

Mobile Server
The Mobile Server provides the technology infrastructure to connect your mobile
business applications with Microsoft Dynamics supporting different networks such as
Wi-Fi and GPRS.
The Mobile Server enables applications to work offline as well as on-line and takes
advantage of a local database to enable offline operation during periods of no network
connectivity or intermittent network connectivity. A management console snap-in,
Deployment, manages the deployment of mobile applications to mobile devices.
Document service ensures the communication between the mobile devices and the
Microsoft Dynamics AX.
Course Objectives
After completing this course the student should be able to:
• Demonstrate knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Framework
• Develop mobile applications for Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Who Should Attend
• Microsoft Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™
Mobile Framework
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop applications for Microsoft
Dynamics™ solutions
• Microsoft Partners wishing to develop/configure mobile Microsoft Dynamics™ AX
Mobile Sales applications

Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales Training
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales is the first mobile application from Microsoft
Dynamics™ AX. Mobile Sales is RoleTailored and task-oriented and an ideal solution
for field sales representatives and other mobile employees who need to work in
remote locations. The field sales representatives can plan visits, review relevant sales
information, and create orders. Mobile employees can use the calendar and task
functionality of Microsoft Pocket Outlook® directly from the application to get a full
view of their daily activities.
Course Objectives
• After completing this course the student should:
• Have basic knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Be able to create orders and simple order wizards
• Be able to work with orchestration and document handler
• Be able to configure assortment tasklets
• Be ready to work on projects
Who Should Attend
• Partners wishing to gain insight into Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Partners wishing to develop applications in Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales
• Channel partners, customers, associates

Competent instructors with great insight
“The course has made me very familiar with Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Sales and
the development tools needed to develop the mobile solutions that our customers
need. The instructors are very competent and provide a great insight into the entire
development tool for mobile solutions,” says Jesper Hviid, systems developer at
Bredana Systemudvikling A/S

Test and certification
All courses are ended with a test, and upon satisfactory completion the student
receives a Wirtek Mobile Academy certification.

Course evaluation
After attending a Wirtek Mobile Academy course we urge you to fill out an evaluation
form that will be handed out at the end of a course.
One of Wirtek Mobile Academy’s top priorities is continuously to exceed ourselves
in providing you with the best possible training and consultancy conditions. Your
evaluation is thus most important for us.
We take pride in making your participation at our courses worth your money and time.
Most important we want you to have the feeling of being updated and inspired to take
on new challenges when you return to your daily work.

Prices and conditions for the Wirtek Mobile Academy courses
Find prices and condition on our website www.mobile-academy.com. Make sure to
register in good time, as we book the courses on a first come, first served basis.

Receive multiple-participant discounts
To encourage multiple participants in the same course, the Wirtek Mobile Academy
offers special discounts for simultaneous registrations for the same course.
The second participant receives a discount of 10%, and from the third participant a
discount of 15% is granted per participant.
Cancellations
Cancellations up to 15 days (at noon CET) before the course or seminar are at no
charge. Cancellations after this date, as well as no-shows, will be liable for the full
registration fee. Substitutions may be made at any time by providing the Wirtek
Mobile Academy with written notice of the names of both the original and substitute
registrant. Please send cancellation and/or substitution information by e-mail (mobileacademy@wirtek.com) or by fax to +45 7214 6659.

Wirtek Mobile Academy Courses Overview

Days One and Two
Microsoft Dynamics™ Mobile Development Tools – Installation and Solution
Development,
9.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m. – Focus on Framework
Day Three
Microsoft Dynamics™ AX Mobile Sales,
9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. – Focus on Sales Application
See the Wirtek Mobile Academy Course Calendar or go to our website www.mobileacademy.com for an updated list of dates for the various courses.

Wirtek Mobile Academy Instructor
SWAT TEAM – Training Software Passionates
At the Wirtek Mobile Academy the courses on .Net are delivered by experienced
developers with outstanding training skills. The Wirtek Mobile Academy SWAT Team –
Service, Wisdom And Training – consists of:

Søren Corneliussen

Jens B. Mathiasen

Peter Bro

René Bitsch

Michael Stenner

Peter List

Wirtek Mobile Academy in Copenhagen

Register on-line at www.mobile-academy.com
You can easily register for one of our open training sessions. Just call us or register online on our website www.mobile-academy.com. Make sure to register in good time, as
we book the courses on a first come, first served basis.
Contact
Please do not hesitate to contact us for more information:
Wirtek Mobile Academy
Bregnerødvej 144
DK-3460 Birkerød
Denmark
Telephone:
Telefax:

+45 4594 9740 (9 a.m. - 4 p.m. CET (UTC +1))
+45 7214 6659

E-mail:
mobile-academy@wirtek.com
Registration: registration@wirtek.com
Website:
www.mobile-academy.com
VAT DK 2604 2232

Head Office
Wirtek a/s
Nibevej 54
DK-9200 Aalborg SV
Denmark

Wirtek Mobile Academy DK
Wirtek a/s
Bregnerødvej 144
DK-3460 Birkerød
Denmark

Phone: +45 7214 6660
Fax:
+45 7214 6659

Phone: +45 4594 9740
Fax:
+45 7214 6659

www.mobile-academy.com

E-mail: mobile-academy@wirtek.com

